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The Upper Valley Trails Alliance is 
the primary coordinator of Trail 
Finder (trailfinder.info). UVTA is a 
501(c)(3) non-profit organization 
that has been advocating for the 
maintenance, use, and 
development of trails since 1999. 



The mission of the Rivers, 
Trails, and Conservation 
Assistance Program (RTCA) is 
to assist community-led 
natural resource conservation 
and outdoor recreation 
initiatives. RTCA staff 
provides guidance to 
communities so they can 
conserve waterways, preserve 
open space, and develop trails 
and greenways.





 Geography: Trail Finder (TF) focuses on NH and VT.
 Also in Maine – Maine Trail Finder

 Primary population: visitors to and residents of NH 
and VT.

 Secondary population: trail managers who are looking 
for ways to share information about their trails (not 
only where those trails are, but what to expect before 
users get there).





 Common problem: When looking for a place to recreate 
close to home or when visiting a new area and not 
knowing what trail resources are available.

 It is challenging to know what content to trust on the 
Internet when so much is posted by those with partial 
understanding or without permission. 

 Not all landowners and trail managers have the 
resources or ability to promote and market their trails 
(and organizations).





 Broad-based interest in 
promoting trails, especially 
non-motorized (motorized 
coming on board slowly).

 Partial, outdated, limited, hard 
to find, sometimes conflicting 
information about trails. 

 User expectations for fast, easy 
access to information via the 
Internet.



 Articulated the need.

 Built collaborative 
partnerships.

 Engaged trail managers.

 Implemented web-based 
solution.

 Promotions/outreach.







 People are learning about 
opportunities to be active 
outdoors.

 Trail managers have new voice.

• Trail stakeholder groups have 
access to a new resource and don’t have to reinvent the 
wheel when wanting to promote trails to their 
constituencies. 

• Comprehensive GIS data being generated and used in 
other planning arenas.





“I found your website yesterday (2/17/2019)
when searching for information on the 
Slate History Trail in Bomoseen. What a 
find! My husband and I had a nice winter
hike on a beautiful snowy day, and 
Learned of some nice history close to our 
home. Today I searched your site and found several other 
trails around Poultney (VT) that we did not know about. 
I’ve lived here for 30+ years and only knew of a few of 
those trails. Here is a donation to keep the site going. ”
-Anne, Trail Finder User



 The right team (think partnerships).

 Partners must be capable of understanding how 
trails + technology + audience + working with volunteers 
all intersect.

 A robust RFP 
process for 
developing the 
website. 





 Rich, robust content development 
can take time...the start to finish                           
process for posting a trail system                                      
to TF is time consuming. 

 Trail Finder is one of many things                               
that we do (and that our trail                             
managers do). 

 Fundraising– From site development and maintenance 
funding to funds to support future trail postings to 
communicating with Trail Managers. 





For more information, please contact:

Russell Hirschler Lelia Mellen
(802) 649-9075 (802) 457-3368 x214  
russell.hirschler@uvtrails.org     Lelia_Mellen@nps.gov
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